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Abstract—Due to the advantages of optical circuit switching
(OCS), all-optical interconnects (AOIs) for data center networks
(DCNs) have attracted intensive interests recently. Hyper-FleX-
LION is a highly-flexible AOI architecture that operates with
the OCS based on wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). In
this paper, we present our recent research activities on Hyper-
FleX-LION. First, to prove the superiority of Hyper-FleX-LION,
we enumerate various communication patterns of distributed
machine learning (DML) in DCNs, and analyze the acceleration
effect achieved by Hyper-FleX-LION over existing interconnect
architectures, such as the hybrid optical/electrical interconnect
based on optical cross-connect (HOE-w/OXC). Results show that
Hyper-FleX-LION can better accelerate the tasks of DML. Then,
we classify network applications in DCNs as bandwidth-intensive
and data-intensive ones, and analyze the operational costs and
task completion time that Hyper-FleX-LION brings to them
and how to optimize the topology design and traffic routing
of Hyper-FleX-LION adaptively. The Analysis results confirm
the importance of designing an application-aware configuration
scheme for Hyper-FleX-LION.

Index Terms—Data center networks, All-optical interconnects,
Application-aware configuration, Distributed machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the fast emergence of network applications has
promoted the research and development (R&D) on data center
networks (DCNs) [1, 2]. Hence, the architectures of network
interconnects in DCNs are undergoing revolutionary changes
to match the capacity/latency/cost of interconnects among
computing and storage platforms and the quality-of-service
(QoS) demands of network applications. The traditional inter-
connects that are solely based on electrical packet switching
(EPS) have a number of drawbacks, such as ever-increasing
power consumption and limited port capacity, which make
them difficult to cope with the time-varying traffic patterns and
huge traffic volumes of most network applications today [3].
Optical circuit switching (OCS) is a promising replacement for
EPS, since it can achieve higher energy efficiency and larger
port capacity [4–8]. Therefore, the all-optical interconnects
(AOIs) that leverage OCS have been designed and implement-
ed to assist or even replace EPS-based interconnects in DCNs
for supporting various network applications better [9–13].

Yoo et al. [15, 16] designed and fabricated FleX-LION,
which is an integratable OCS device, and with it, large-
scale reconfigurable AOIs (namely, Hyper-FleX-LION) can be
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Fig. 1. AOI in Hyper-FleX-LION interconnecting 4 racks, MUX/DEMUX:
wavelength multiplexer/demultiplexer, WSS: wavelength selective switch,
AWGR: arrayed waveguide grating router (adapted from [14]).

architected to carry different traffic patterns efficiently [13].
Here, the topology of an AOI that interconnects N racks can be
referred to as N -Hyper-FleX-LION, and Fig.1 shows that the
architecture and operation principle of a 4-Hyper-FleX-LION.
There is an arrayed waveguide grating router (AWGR) sitting
in the middle of the 4-Hyper-FleX-LION, and the transmitting
and receiving structures of each rack are located on its left
and right, respectively. As for each rack, its top-of-rack (ToR)
switch has 4 ports and each port equips a transceiver (TRX).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the wavelengths used by the TRXs
are labeled by numbers, while the color of each number
denotes the source rack of a TRX. In the transmitting structure,
all the outputs of a ToR switch are wavelength-multiplexed
before entering a wavelength selective switch (WSS). One of
the WSS’ outputs is connected to the AWGR, and the others go
directly to the inputs of the WSS’ in the receiving structures of
other racks. In the receiving structure of each rack, the optical
signals are first groomed by its WSS and then distributed to
the TRXs of the ToR switch by a wavelength de-multiplexer.
Hence, by utilizing the wavelength switching capability of the
AWGR and adjusting the switching states of the WSS’, we
can get various topologies to interconnect the racks (e.g., the
configuration in Fig. 1 leads to a full-mesh topology among
the 4 racks). In other words, if we regard each wavelength
channel from the TRXs on a ToR switch as the origin of a
lightpath, the lightpath can be set up adaptively to use any
of the racks in the Hyper-FleX-LION as its destination (e.g.,



with software-defined networking (SDN) [17, 18]).
Note that, compared with EPS, OCS is actually less adaptive

because of the large switching granularity and long reconfigu-
ration latency [19]. Even though these issues can be partially
resolved by introducing virtualization techniques [20–25] to
slice virtual networks and grooming the traffic of similar
network applications with them, the benefits of AOIs cannot be
fully explored if their topologies are not managed intelligently
or the traffic through them are not scheduled adaptively [10].
Therefore, we need to study the problem of how to effectively
operate the AOIs in Hyper-FleX-LION to efficiently serve
complicated network applications in DCNs.

In this paper, we describe our recent research activities
on the aforementioned problem. Section II discusses our
investigation that confirms the acceleration effect on distribut-
ed machine learning (DML) achieved by Hyper-FleX-LION
over an existing hybrid optical/electrical interconnect based
on optical cross-connect (HOE-w/OXC). In Section III, we
classify network applications in DCNs as bandwidth- and data-
intensive ones, and analyze the operational costs and task
completion time that Hyper-FleX-LION brings to them and
how to optimize the topology design and traffic routing of
Hyper-FleX-LION. Finally, Section IV summarizes the paper.

II. ACCELERATION OF DISTRIBUTED MACHINE LEARNING

As one of the current mainstream network applications,
DML not only occupies high communication bandwidth, but
also has a variety of traffic patterns with different characteris-
tics, which brings great challenges to network interconnects in
DCNs [26]. Previously, researchers added OXC to EPS-based
interconnects to realize HOE-w/OXC, and they have proved
that this architecture can effectively accelerate DML tasks by
reasonably reconfiguring the OXC’s connectivity to assist the
traffic routing in the EPS-based interconnect [27]. However,
limited by the one-to-one connectivity of OXC, HOE-w/OXC
still cannot accelerate DML tasks to the maximum extent.

(a) (b)
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Fig. 2. Acceleration of DML tasks with various traffic patterns using a
4-Hyper-FleX-LION, (a) Traffic patterns of DML architectures, (b) Recon-
figuration of Hyper-FleX-LION. DDP: Distributed Data Parallel, Ring: Ring-
AllReduce, PS(N ): Parameter Server with 1 master node and N worker nodes,
P2P: Peer-to-Peer (adapted from [14]).

Fig. 2(a) shows the traffic patterns of different DML
tasks, where the colorful arrows denote the traffic, and the
purple arrows represent the acceleration bandwidth that can
be provided by HOE-w/OXC to the DML tasks [14]. Here,

we define the acceleration bandwidth as the bandwidth that
can be provisioned to DML in addition to that of the basic
EPS-based interconnect. We can find that the acceleration
bandwidth provided by the OXC cannot adapt to the traffic
patterns of all the DML tasks. For example, OXC can only
provision acceleration bandwidth between Racks 1 and 2 and
between Racks 3 and 4 for the DML in DDP&Ring. Hence,
the other traffic flows that cannot be accelerated will become
bottlenecks and affect the overall acceleration of the DML.
The same problem also occurs for the DML in PS, and
the more worker nodes that the DML in PS allocates, the
more bottlenecks will be generated. On the other hand, the
blue arrows represent the acceleration bandwidth that Hyper-
FleX-LION can provide. The configuration for the DML in
Ring&DDP is shown in Fig. 2(b). We configure the wavelength
switching in the WSS’ according to the table at the bottom-
left of the figure, and thus the topology changes from a
full-mesh to a ring, which matches to the traffic pattern of
the DML in Ring&DDP exactly. Moreover, in addition to
the wavelength that makes up the basic ring topology, there
are two more wavelength channels per rack, which can be
leveraged to provide more acceleration bandwidth. Therefore,
Hyper-FleX-LION can achieve a better acceleration effect than
HOE-w/OXC for the DML in Ring&DDP.

Similarly, Hyper-FleX-LION can also provide more accel-
eration bandwidth to the DML in PS(2) than HOE-w/OXC.
Specifically, Rack 1 uses two of the ports on its ToR switch
to carry the basic communications between the server and the
two workers, and allocates the remaining two ports to provide
acceleration bandwidth. However, the situation becomes dif-
ferent for the DML in PS(3), when an additional worker is
placed on Rack 3. As Hyper-FleX-LION already uses three
ports on Rack 1 for the basic communications, it can only use
the remaining port to provide acceleration bandwidth, which
makes its acceleration effect the same as that of HOE-w/OXC.
At last, as for the DML in P2P, because its traffic only occurs
between 2 racks, the acceleration effects of Hyper-FleX-LION
and HOE-w/OXC are the same again, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

III. APPLICATION-AWARE TOPOLOGY CONFIGURATION

Our previous work in [14] has verified that Hyper-FleX-
LION possesses the flexibility for dealing with various net-
work applications in DCNs. However, how to better plan its
network topology to maximize the advantages for specific
network applications is still an unexplored problem. Hence, we
need to roughly classify network applications as bandwidth-
intensive and data-intensive ones, and study the topology
configuration schemes for them, respectively.

Bandwidth-intensive applications mostly exist in tenant-
oriented commercial DCs, and their main QoS demands are on
bandwidth capacity. Specifically, such an application usually
has a traffic matrix to describe the least bandwidth that it
needs to occupy among the racks. Therefore, operators usually
want to serve these applications with the minimum operational
cost (e.g., the least number of active ports). Fig. 3(a) explains
how an improper topology design can make traffic routing of



a bandwidth-intensive application infeasible. Here, there are
three demands among the ToR switches, as 1→2, 1→3, and
2→3 for the bandwidth of 15, 5, and 5 units, respectively,
and the capacity of each port assumed to be 10 units. Then, if
the topology is designed as the left one in Fig. 3(a) (i.e., the
established connections in the Hyper-FleX-LION are marked
as black arrows), the demand of 1→2 cannot be satisfied. On
the other hand, the right configuration in Fig. 3(a) can serve
all the demands properly. Although the two configurations in
Fig. 3(a) activate same number of ports (i.e., 3), their supports
to the bandwidth-intensive application are different.

Fig. 3(b) explains why proper traffic routing helps to explore
the bandwidth in a specific topology design. This time, the de-
mands are still for 1→2, 1→3, and 2→3, but their bandwidth
requirements become 5, 11, and 5 units, respectively. Then,
to support the bandwidth requirements in the left topology in
Fig. 3(b), we need to activate three ports on ToR 1, while the
right topology only requires two active ports. Hence, the traffic
routing in the right topology helps to save one active port.

Fig. 3. Examples on correlation of topology design and traffic routing for (a)
and (b) bandwidth-intensive applications, and (c) data-intensive application.

On the other hand, data-intensive applications need to
transfer certain amounts of data among racks, and such an
application is completed only when all of its data has been
transferred. Therefore, operators need to plan the topology
reasonably to complete all the data transfers as soon as possi-
ble. Fig. 3(c) shows a straightforward example to explain why
topology management is also important for these applications.
Here, we consider an application that needs to transfer data
from Rack 1 to the other three racks, and the amounts of
data that needs to be transferred are 1→2: 12 units, 1→3: 2
units, and 1→4: 2 units, respectively. Here, each black arrow
denotes an optical connection with a bandwidth capacity of
one unit, and the number on it shows the duration of the data

transfer that uses it. Therefore, according to the left topology
configuration in Fig. 3(c), the data transfer of 1→2 will
become the bottleneck of the application, i.e., it takes 12

1 = 12
time-units. But if we use the right topology configuration
in Fig. 3(c), we can reduce the completion time of the
data transfer to 12

2 = 6 time-units without activating more
ports. To this end, we can see that a well-designed topology
configuration mechanism together with adaptive traffic routing
can make Hyper-FleX-LION accelerate both bandwidth- and
data-intensive applications better with less operational cost.

IV. SUMMARY

This paper summarized our recent research activities on
AOIs in Hyper-FleX-LION. We first proved that Hyper-FleX-
LION can provide a better acceleration effect than HOE-
w/OXC when serving DML. Then, we introduced the acceler-
ation effects brought by Hyper-FleX-LION on bandwidth- and
data-intensive applications, and explained why we should con-
sider the application-aware topology configuration of Hyper-
FleX-LION for enhancing the QoS of applications.
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